
IAG’s Unbelievable Highlights in Signature Auction 98!
International Auction Galleries’ upcoming auction - Signature Sale 98 in October - is set to 
become a landmark numismatic event! Over 2,100 lots comprise IAG’s biggest ever sale, with 
some incredible individual highlights along with an amazing selection of material from a num-
ber of large collections being a major drawcard. Pre-sale estimates of almost 2 million highlight 
the breadth of quality material that is on offer in this major auction event.

The auction features a significant selection of covetable numismatic rarities, with a number 
sure to be in high demand. One of the key highlights is this superb proof 1897M Half Sover-
eign. Highlighted by a superb cameo frosted portrait with unmarked mirror fields and lovely 
soft proof bloom, this exceptionally rare, proof-only year is sure to be hotly contested as high 
end collectors rush to be one of the few to own a complete date set!

A gold 1967 Pattern ‘Goose’ Dollar - one of only 7 examples surviving - is also sure to set pulses 
racing, with this popular Pattern coin surging in value and demand  in recent years to now be-
coming an iconic issue. This example is one of the nicest (if not THE nicest) of this coin seen, 
and estimated at $28,000, could create a new benchmark price for this issue at auction!

Two more rare highlights can be found in the Banknote section; the first a unique Collins-Allen 
5 Pound Specimen colour trial of the ‘no mosaic’ type. This note is so rare it has not even been 
listed anywhere nor been in public auction, and was previously sold privately for $495,000, 
making this a one-off opportunity to acquire this truly unique rarity. The second is another 
trial note, this time of an unissued type of 5 Shillings, a denomination that was never actually 
produced. This highly important Specimen 5 Shillings Cerutty-Collins is originally from the 
estate of Cerutty, and is one of only five such examples known in private hands. 

Another key highlight is this attractive 1916I Mule Halfpenny. Struck with an India Quarter 
Anna Obverse die, this is one of the true numismatic rarities, missing form almost every col-
lection with only a handful of examples known. An attractive, even grade example, this coin is 
the first seen on the market in the last 4 years, and is a rare opportunity for collectors to acquire 
this highly important issue.

An exceptionally rare and superb proof-year only 1897M Half Sovereign

The now iconic 1967 pattern ‘Goose Dollar’ struck in gold

Two very rare Trial/Unissued Banknotes in this sale

A Key Pre Decimal Rarity rarely offered – a 1916I Mule Obverse Halfpenny

Just some of the many other key coin lots to feature in this special sale

A piece of Colonial History - Trial notes by Joseph Potts (of Potts Point NSW)

A fantastic selection of Pre Decimal issued and proof coins

A number of key issues of rare Pre Decimal and Pre Federation banknotes

Rare World, British and Ancient coins

A nice selection of Pre Federation Banknotes including a number of Specimens

A significant range of rare Pre decimal and Decimal error coins

Some rare World Banknotes including Hong Kong Specimens

A significant range of rare Decimal Specimen notes: 

Of course there is also IAG’s usual wide selection of material on offer, including a large 
selection of gold issues including Half Sovereigns, Sovereigns and modern mint and 
bullion gold issues, a ranging selection of Pre Decimal coins - many PCGS graded in-
cluding proofs - as well as Pre Federation, Pre Decimal and a huge selection of Decimal 
banknotes highlighted by numerous First and Last Prefixes, Special Serial numbered 
notes, Error notes and Star notes. There is also a nice selection of British and Ancient 
coins, World Coins and Banknotes, some fantastic Mis-struck coins, a large selection of 
RAM and Perth Mint products, RAM rolls, NPA and so much more! 

Sale 98 will be online and open for bidding from 12th September 2023

IAG’s next ‘Signature Sale’ will be Sale 99 in March 2024. Vendors wanting to consign 
to that auction can do so now, with all consignments commission-free for all vendors. 
IAG has more than 3,000 registered and active auction buyers, so now is a great time to 
cash in on any coins and banknotes you have tucked away! To submit vendor lots for 
auction or for more information on this or upcoming sales visit IAG’s website: www.
iagauctions.com or phone (07) 55 380 300.


